Ideal Electrical Power For DVRs and CCTV Cameras

Need a quality, long MTBF power supply for your CCTV devices such as CCTV cameras, DVRs and other compatible devices?

The Blupont™ C-PS-12V3A is a quality, low RF noise power supply that features the standard 2.1mm DC power tip used on the Blupont™ range of CCTV devices.

With a nominal output of 3-Amps (approx), means up to 4 individual CCTV cameras maybe powered at once from a single C-PS-12V3A when coupled with an appropriate power splitter, such as the C-PS-5W splitter.

Supplied of course with a fused, BSI approved UK 3-Pin plug and flex power cable means its an ideal OEM solution for most CCTV cameras and DVRs.

specifications:

External, low-noise Switching Power Supply

**Power rating:** 12-Volt, 3-Amp nominal output*

Suitable for BNC connected CCTV, DVR, Set-top boxes

**Supplied with quality, BSI approved 3-pin UK plug and flex**

Standard 2.1mm DC power tip

**Long-life design with low heat dissipation**

Run up to 4 individual CCTV cameras (C-PS-5W req’d)
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